Smoking Is Bad for People Poem

Say the poem to children. Then repeat each line and talk about what it means. Repeat the poem as children say the lines with you.

Smoke makes people cough.
Smoke makes people wheeze.
Smoke hurts people’s throats.
Smoke makes people sneeze.
Smoke is bad for people.
Don’t ever smoke, please!

Smoking Is Bad for People Poem (Spanish)

Fumar es un gran error

Say the poem to children. Les voy a leer un poema. Then repeat each line and talk about what it means. Escuchen este verso. ¿Qué creen que quiere decir? Repeat the poem as children say the lines with you. Ahora recitamos todo el poema juntos.

Fumar hace toser
y a todos hace padecer.
Fumar hace estornudar
y la garganta puede arruinar.
Fumar es un gran error.
¡Nunca fumes, por favor!

Smoke makes people cough
Smoke makes people wheeze.
Smoke hurts people’s throats.
Smoke makes people sneeze.
Smoke is bad for people.
Don’t ever smoke, please!